
Water TechniX Aspire Media Filter 

Accurate stainless steel oil filled pressure
gauge 
Self sealing barrel unions with silicone o
rings
Ultra fine lateral filtration system
Available in 2 different sizes, 25 inch & 28
inch for most pools
Robust base for extra stability
Drain plug for easy maintenance
Lifetime expert support exclusive to Mr Pool
Man customers

The Water TechniX Aspire Media Filter is the answer
to your pool clarity problem and filtration needs.
Constructed from almost indestructible bobbin-
wound fibreglass, the Aspire Media Filter will give
you years, if not decades, or hassle-free filtration and
crystal-clear pool water. 

Simple, hassle free backwash with large
sight glass 
Hydraulically designed high capacity
tank for maximum filtration
Ergonomic 6 way high flow multiport
valve 
Corrosion and UV Resistant high strength
bobbin wound fibreglass tank
Built-in waste port sight glass for high
visibility during backwashing 
Compatible with salt, chlorine and
magnesium pools

Features:
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The Aspire Media filters have a 6 way, high performance multiport that ensures the optimum
operation of the filter every cycle. This includes a large oil filled pressure gauge to easily read
the operating pressure and a clear sight glass for backwashing visibility on the waste line.

Hydraulically designed, this filter is made with a high capacity tank that ensures easy and
headache-free filtration all year round.

The Water TechniX Aspire Media Filter also comes with a bulletproof 10-year warranty on the
tank, yes, a decade! It also comes with a 1-year warranty on the multiport valve and gauge.

With a sleek design it's a simple DIY Installation and will retrofit into existing sand filter
pipework with minimal plumbing changes. Using the included easy fit 40mm or 50mm
unions which are suitable for in-ground and plunge pools between 20,000L - 90,000L
depending on the model of Aspire Media Filter selected.

Whats in the box:
1 x Water TechniX Aspire Media Filter
1 x Multiport with unions
1 x Pressure gauge 
1 x Instructions

Warranty:
10 year warranty on the tank
1 year warranty on multiport valve
and gauge 

Aspire 25 inch specifics:
Overall Height: 1005mm
Tank diameter: 625mm / 25 inches
Max water flow rate @ 280 LPM
Glass media required: 100kgs
40mm unions

Aspire 28 inch specifics:
Overall Height: 1150mm
Tank diameter: 700mm / 28 inches
Max water flow rate @ 370 LPM
Glass media required: 160kgs
50mm unions
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